Perry Public Library
Storytime
Lets Eat !
Stories we shared:
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie: by Laura Numeroff
Pete's a pizza: by William Steig
Hi Pizza Man! by Virginia Walker

Eating the Alphabet: by Lois Ehlert
Lunch: by Denise Flemming
The Very hungry caterpillar: by Eric Carle

Other books you may enjoy sharing:
Growing vegetable soup: by :Lois Ehlert
If you give a moose a muffin: by L. Numeroff
Mouse Mess: by Linnea Riley
Appples and pumpkins: by Anne Rockwell
Mealtime: by Maureen Roffey
Eat up Gemma: by Sarah Hayes
Mrs. Pig's bulk buy: by Mary Rayner
Apple Bird: by Brian Wildsmith
D.W. the picky eater: by Marc Brown
Peas: by Nicholas Heller
Cloudy with a chance of meatballs: by Judi Barrett
Potluck: by Anne Shelby
Eat your peas Louise: by Pegeen Snow
Valerie and the silver pear: by Benjamin Darling
Popcorn book: by Tomie Depaola
Jamberry: by Bruce Degen

Pickle things: by Marc Brown
Don't Forget the Bacon: by Pat Hutchins
Where are you Little Green Dragon? by K. Baumgart
Pancakes, crackers, and pizza: by Marjorie Eberts
Berenstain Bears and too much junk food: by S. Berenstain
Vegetable soup: by Jeanne Modesitt
Me and my veggies: by Isaac Whitlatch
This is the way we eat our lunch: by Edith Baer
Stone Soup: by Marcia Brown
Mealtime: by Stephen Shott
What's for lunch: by John Schindel
Who put the pepper in the pot? by Joanna Cole
What food is this? by Rosemarie Hausherr
Anno's faces: by Mitsumasa Anno
Blueberry Bears: by Eleanor Lapp
Green Eggs and Ham: by Dr. Seuss

Songs and rhymes to share:
Popcorn
Popcorn, popcorn
Sitting in the pot
Shake it, shake it (wiggle body)
Pop! Pop! Pop! (jump up or clap hands loudly)

Pancake
(suit actions to words)
Mix a pancake, stir a pancake
Pop it in a pan
Fry a pancake, toss a pancake
Catch it if you can!

Peas Porridge Hot
(clap hands alone or with a partner)
Peas porridge hot
Peas porridge cold
Peas porridge in the pot
Nine days old
Some like it hot
Some like it cold
Some like it in the pot
Nine days old

Five Fat Sausages
Five fat sausages
(hold up 5 fingers)
Sizzling in the pan
(wiggle fingers)
All of a sudden
(spread arms wide)
One went BANG!
(clap hands loudly)
Four fat sausages....
Three fat sausages...
Two fat sausages...
One fat sausage...
Now there are no more sausages
Sizzling in the pan!
(hold out empty hands)

Pea Soup
(open hand, bend down one finger at a time)
One little pea jumped into the pot
And waited for the soup to get hot
Two little peas...
Three little peas...
Finally the soup got so very hot
(shake hand)
That all the little peas
Jumped out of the pot!
(quickly open hand)

Apple Tree
Way up high in the apple tree
(reach up high)
Two little apples, they smiled at me!
(make circles with thumb and fingers)
I shook that tree as hard as I could (pretend to shake tree)
Down came the apples
(bring hands down)
Mmmmm, they were good!
(take a bite & rub tummy)

